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Paramagnetic (open-shell) systems, including transition metal ions, radical intermediates
and defect centres, are often involved in catalytic transformations. Despite the prevalence
of such species in catalysis, there are relatively few studies devoted to their character-
isation, compared to their diamagnetic counterparts. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
(EPR) is an ideal technique perfectly suited to characterise such reaction centres, providing
valuable insights into the molecular and supramolecular structure, the electronic struc-
ture, the dynamics and even the concentration of the paramagnetic systems under
investigation. Furthermore, as EPR is such a versatile technique, samples can be measured
as liquids, solids (frozen solutions and powders) and single crystals, making it ideal for
studies in heterogeneous, homogeneous and enzyme catalysis. Coupled with the higher
resolving power of the pulsed, higher frequency and hyperfine techniques, unsurpassed
detail on the structure of these catalytic centres can be obtained. In this Chapter, we
provide an overview to demonstrate how advanced EPR methods can be successfully
exploited in the study of open-shell paramagnetic reaction centres in heterogeneous,
homogeneous and enzymatic catalysts, including heme-based enzymes for use in bio-
catalysts, polymerisation based catalysts, supported microporous heterogeneous catalytic
centres to homogeneous metal complexes for small molecule actions.
1 Introduction
Within the chemical sciences, catalysis remains a vitally important field
of research. Indeed, continued developments in new or improved cata-
lysts is essential to meet the future challenges in delivering the raw
materials or products underpinning fuels, water and the environment,
healthcare, energy, food, and resources sustainability. In all cases, cata-
lysts will be necessary since they offer an extremely energy efficient
means of providing these valuable chemicals. Despite their phenomenal
success, further enhancements and improvements in their efficiency
requires a greater understanding of how they operate, and more
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specifically on the mechanistic pathways responsible for converting
reactants into products. This inevitability requires the application of
advanced techniques that can probe the catalytic reaction, ideally with
spatial or temporal resolution, under reaction conditions. However,
another equally insightful direction for understanding reaction profiles,
is to detect, characterize and monitor the various reaction intermediates
involved in the step-wise catalytic cycle.
Indeed, chemical reactions are ultimately controlled by two fundamental
parameters, namely energy (including free and activation energy) and
angular momentum (involving the spin) of the reactants and products. As a
consequence of this, reactivity patterns often depend critically on the
presence of paramagnetic (open-shell) intermediates. Elucidating the role
and influence of such open-shell intermediates in any catalytic cycle is
presently one of the most challenging endeavours in this field of research,
both from an experimental and theoretical perspective. The rewards for
undertaking such research endeavours are considerable if the many suc-
cessful (but also generally expensive and toxic) noble metal based catalysts
can be replaced by (generally cheap and non-toxic) earth abundant metals.
Certainly, in the case where paramagnetic centres are involved, Electron
Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR), and the associated advanced range of
pulsed, hyperfine or high frequency techniques, are without doubt
essential for investigating and fully interrogating the paramagnetic
component of the reaction system. Nevertheless, the technique is still
largely underexploited in the field of catalysis research, since it often
requires highly specialised equipment and expertise to collect and inter-
pret the data. In this Chapter, we will therefore illustrate the outstanding
success of EPR to uncover new chemical secrets in the field of catalysis, by
focusing more broadly on homogeneous, heterogeneous and enzymatic
based catalysts. Within this broad domain of catalysis research, we will
cite specific examples ranging from heme-based enzymes for use in bio-
catalysts, to homogeneous and supported polymerisation systems
(including Ziegler-Natta, Philips and oligomerisation based catalysts), to
microporous heterogeneous systems (such as zeolites and metal organic
frameworks) to homogeneous complexes active in small molecule actions
(such as homogeneous catalytic centres, systems for catalytic alcohol
oxidation to C–C cross coupling). Despite the varying nature of the cata-
lytic active site in all these systems, the analytical approach offered by EPR
to interrogate the active species, remains unifying, simple and similar; in
all cases, we seek to probe the nature of the local paramagnetic system
and it’s longer range interactions with the surrounding nuclei through the
spin Hamiltonian and where possible compare this to computational
data. Through this approach, detailed insights into the mechanism and
active intermediates involved in the reaction cycle can be examined with
unsurpassed detail.
2 Heme enzymes as biocatalysts
In recent times, the increasing demand for a reduction in the environ-
mental impact of industrial processes has resulted in the search for
































































greener alternative processes. The field of biocatalysis has attracted
increasing popularity, particularly with the advent of modern bio-
technology. The term biocatalysis refers to the use of enzymes, or entire
microorganisms, to perform industrially relevant chemical transforma-
tions, an activity whose origins dates back to the beginning of the 20th
century. Biocatalysis is generally considered as sustainable process
because of their many distinctive characteristics, including non-toxicity,
mild reaction conditions, compatibility with aqueous solvents, and
ability to generate pure products due to their high (enantio-) selectivity.
However, some challenges remain with respect to the widespread
utilisation of these biocatalysts, including their stability and reusability,
the costs associated with downstream processing, and the time-to-market
pressure which often favours more consolidated methods.1,2
Within this field, a well-known and diverse group of biocatalysts is based
on the heme enzymes. They belong to the larger class of heme proteins,
which are widespread biomolecules in nature, holding a diverse range of
functionalities. For example, the versatility of the heme group is often
exploited in activities such as oxygen storage and transport, electron
transfer, signal transduction and catalysis.3 For the purpose of this section,
the following discussion will focus on the latter aspects of their function.
In the IUPAC Compendium of Chemical Terminology, ‘‘heme’’ is defined
as a macrocyclic system containing an iron centre coordinated to a
porphyrin ring which acts as a tetradentate ligand, and to one or two
additional axial ligands.4 The reactivity of heme enzymes is governed both
by the chemistry at the heme iron centre, and the interaction of the
prosthetic group with the protein moiety. Biological redox reactions
involve electron transfer processes, for which efficiency is optimised when
the free energy driving force (DG) is maximised and the reorganisation
energy (l) is minimised, in accordance with Marcus’s theory.5 In heme
systems, the electron delocalisation over the porphyrin ring reduces the
need for re-ordering in the local structure. As a result, the thermodynamics
is defined by the redox potential of the couple donor-acceptor, which in the
case of heme enzymes, is regulated by the protein matrix.6
Among the representative heme-types found in biology (labelled a, b, c,
d1), the best studied is probably the heme b (iron protoporphyrin IX),
common to the oxygenase and peroxidase families (Fig. 1). These two
broad classes of heme enzymes, which oxidise substrates utilising
dioxygen and hydrogen peroxide respectively,7 will be discussed later.
The iron centre in heme systems can be found in various oxidation states,
the most common of which are Fe21, Fe31 and Fe41. The first two states are
commonly found in two different spin configurations, either high-spin or
low-spin, depending on the distribution of electrons in the d-orbitals,
whose degeneracy is removed by the ligand field splitting. The Fe41
oxidation state is of notable importance for the catalytic mechanism of
many heme enzymes, existing in transient states, which are formed during
the turnover cycle upon binding of the activator substrate. Indeed, the
key intermediates in the reaction cycle are often described as Fe41-oxo
species, known as Compound I and Compound II. The former stores two
oxidising equivalents, one on the iron, and one in the form of a free radical.
































































After one-electron reduction, the free radical is lost, resulting in the for-
mation of Compound II.8 A summary of the variable oxidation and spin
states occurring in heme system are listed in Table 1.
In heme proteins, the metal centre commonly adopts an pseudo octa-
hedral coordination mode, with four equatorial nitrogen atoms from the
porphyrin ring and a protein residue as proximal axial ligand in the fifth
position, typically a histidine, cysteine or tyrosine. The sixth axial position
can either be occupied by another endogenous ligand, an external molecule
(such as water), or even left free (uncoordinated) to promote substrate
binding. Coordination by the porphyrin ring places the iron d-orbitals in an
intermediate ligand field, close in energy to the ‘low-spin to high-spin’
transition, so that the spin state is sensitive to the nature of these axial
ligands. A ‘‘strong’’ ligand will cause a splitting of the eg and t2g orbitals,
larger than the pairing energy that is necessary to keep two electrons in the
same orbital. Only the lower energy t2g orbitals will be occupied, leading to a
low-spin configuration. Alternatively, a ‘‘weak’’ ligand will have an orbital
energy separation small enough to prefer the occupancy of the eg orbitals,
thus contributing to a high-spin configuration.9
Since almost all of these iron states are paramagnetic, EPR spec-
troscopy is one of the most suitable techniques for the investigation of
heme-based systems. Moreover, even if proteins are large, complex
molecules, the EPR characterisation method is still reliable as it focuses
specifically on the paramagnetic active site, where the unpaired electrons
reside. In metalloproteins possessing iron centres with multiple
unpaired electrons (S41/2), the zero-field splitting (ZFS) term can be
much larger than the X-band microwave quantum. In the case of high
spin Fe31, the observed EPR spectrum is derived exclusively from tran-
sitions within the Kramers doublets, and it can be treated as an effective
S¼ 1/2 system10 (Fig. 2). However, for a more accurate description of the
Fig. 1 Schematic structure of heme b.
Table 1 Electronic configurations of iron in heme systems.
Fe21 Fe31 Fe41
High spin S¼ 2 S¼ 5/2 —
Low spin S¼ 0 S¼ 1/2 S¼ 1
































































spin system, two independent parameters denoted as the tetragonal zero-
field splitting (D) and rhombic zero-field splitting (E) terms, can be
derived from the principal values of the D tensor, which describe the
zero-field splitting interactions in the spin Hamiltonian. The defined
ratio Z¼ E/D (with 0oZo1/3) is called the rhombicity term, and is
commonly used in the simulations of X-band CW EPR spectra of heme
proteins with high spin multiplicity since they depend, to a good
approximation, on this single parameter.11
Another example of high-spin iron is Fe21 with S¼ 2, characterised
by four unpaired electrons. Despite being an EPR-active species in
principle, very few examples of high spin ferrous heme have been
reported in literature.12,13 The detection of this non Kramer ion is
impeded by the large ZFS which removes the Dms¼  1 levels above the
accessible microwave energy i.e. the allowed transition. At X-band, only at
very low applied magnetic fields can a broad structureless feature be
detected. For these reasons it is generally assumed that the high-spin
ferrous complexes are EPR silent at X-band.12
Low-spin Fe31 (S¼ 1/2) is commonly found in heme structures
possessing strong axial ligands. In contrast to the high-spin states, this
spin state can be represented by a simpler spin Hamiltonian, in which
the zero-field splitting terms are absent, and thus a more readily inter-
preted EPR spectrum (Fig. 3).
The g-values for low-spin ferric heme proteins are very often interpreted
with a crystal field model that correlates them to the relative energy
splitting of the iron t2g orbitals,
14,15 and therefore the corresponding spin
distribution. How, and to what extent the electron system is affected by
the axial substituents, can be related to the nature of the axial ligands and
the active-site geometry.16–18 A different case of low-spin iron occurs in its
reduced state (Fe21, S¼ 0), although this species is not paramagnetic,
having six paired electrons in the outer valence shell which fully occupy the
t2g orbitals due to the large separation from the ligand field. It is clear that
whilst iron heme proteins possess diverse and variable electron configur-
ations that may be challenging to study, they nevertheless offer highly
desirable application in modern catalysis. In the following sections, more
Fig. 2 Illustrative continuous wave (CW) EPR spectra of high-spin Fe31 (S¼5/2) heme
based centres simulated using the Easyspins package, with g>
effE6, g8




effE2 for the rhombic case (right).
































































specific examples will be presented to demonstrate their applicability and
reaction versatility as aerobic oxidation catalysts, and importantly how EPR
can be exploited to understand their reaction cycles.
2.1 Compound I in heme systems
Although a great deal of uncertainty exists around the first reactive
intermediate in heme-based systems, most of the literature reports
concur that the catalytic activity starts with the species commonly (but
not always) referred to as Compound I.19 For example, in peroxidases,
Compound I is responsible for a diverse assortment of industrially rele-
vant reactions including enantioselective epoxidation of olefins, oxi-
dation of amines, alcohols and sulphides, as well as peroxidase-catalysed
polymerisation of aromatic molecules. For this reason, peroxidases have
historically received greater attention for their potential application in
the field of biocatalysis.20 In P450s for example, vide infra, it performs
oxygenation reactions, whilst in catalases, it facilitates peroxide dis-
proportionation. This serves to defend aerobic organisms by breaking
down toxic hydrogen peroxide into water and molecular oxygen.21
During the catalytic cycle, all these enzymes oxidise the iron above the
ferric Fe(III) resting state to form Compound I, a high-valent iron(IV)–oxo
intermediate8 (see Scheme 1 below). The formation of this intermediate
occurs following the heterolytic cleavage of the substrate O–O bond,
which leads to the storage of two oxidising equivalents, one that resides
in iron(IV), and another one somewhere in the protein. Several
Fig. 3 Illustrative CW EPR spectrum of a low-spin Fe31 (S¼ 1/2) heme based centre
simulated using the Easyspins package with gz¼2.42, gy¼ 2.25, gx¼ 1.92.
Scheme 1
































































observations indicate that it could reside on the porphyrin ring, or in a
tryptophan (Trp), tyrosine (Tyr) or cysteine (Cys) residue of the protein,
more commonly in the form of a cationic free radical.7
In Scheme 1, R can be a hydrogen or an organic group, whereas the
labels TT TT represent the porphyrin ring and proximal ligand (His, Tyr or
Cys), with oxygen representing the sixth ligand.
Numerous techniques have been used to unravel the complexities
surrounding the characterisation of Compound I, but it remains a chal-
lenging task in part due to the transient nature of this intermediate and its
correspondingly high reactivity. EPR plays a crucial role in characterising
such intermediates, largely because both oxidising equivalents of Com-
pound I form paramagnetic states readily detected by the technique. To
date, several CW EPR spectra of Compound I with distinct features have
been reported in the literature for different systems. They are usually
described by a model consisting of two interacting spin systems, one from
the heme iron (S¼ 1) and one from a free radical (S¼ 1/2). The spin dis-
tribution on the oxo-ferryl moiety is generally modelled by taking into
account an almost purely axial zero field splitting, which is sensitive to the
ligand environment. The main interaction between the iron and the free
radical, is the so-called exchange interaction, a weak spin–spin inter-
action that is caused by the partial overlap of the wave functions of the two
paramagnetic centres. This interaction varies in strength and sign, which
is highly dependent on the electron distribution of both species. This
ultimately determines the net spin state of Compound I.19,22–25
It should also be noted that, although the ZFS is very sensitive to the
molecular structure, the magnitudes reported for Fe(IV)¼O in heme
enzymes are usually much larger than the energy of the MW quantum
(especially at X-band), thereby shifting the transitions outside the
accessible magnetic field range.26 Whilst the oxo-ferryl moiety is EPR
silent, the electronic levels of Fe(IV) affect the relaxation properties of the
interacting radical species. CW EPR relaxation studies have therefore
been used to obtain the ZFS parameters of Fe(IV)¼ 0 in some enzymes.22,27
When the radical resides on the porphyrin ring, or on a residue close
enough to the iron centre, then the EPR spectrum of Compound I
appears broad and can be interpreted by considering the exchange
interaction.28,29 On the other hand, if the radical resides on an amino
acid (this intermediate is variously referred to as Compound ES, Com-
pound I* or Compound-IB
30–33), and is sufficiently remote from the iron
centre, then no orbital overlap occurs. As a consequence, the exchange
interaction is negligible and the shape of the EPR spectrum is dominated
by the non-coupled organic radical contribution.30 Interestingly, the
nature of the amino acid in which the radical is stored can be determined
from the CW EPR spectrum assuming some of the characteristic hy-
perfine interactions can be resolved by suitable techniques.
In most reported cases, the small hyperfine interactions between the
electron spin and magnetic nuclei in Compound I, are completely
unresolved in the CW EPR spectra. In these cases, more advanced hy-
perfine spectroscopies are required to resolve these small interactions.
For example, CW and pulsed Electron Nuclear DOuble Resonance
































































(ENDOR) spectroscopies have been used to fully characterize the location
of the free radical and spin distribution on the active site in heme
enzymes.34–36 The ENDOR technique, combined with isotopic substi-
tutions of Compound I in Horseradish Peroxidase, has provided detailed
insights into hyperfine couplings between the free radical and 1H, 14N
nuclei which originate from the porphyrin ring, indicating that the ferryl
moiety is not protonated. Using 17O labelling, it was found that the
oxygen from the peroxide is transferred to the iron(IV)-oxo species where
one of the oxidizing equivalent is stored.37,38 In addition to this infor-
mation on spin-distribution, complimentary information on local struc-
tural aspects, can also be derived from the resolved hyperfine data. For
example, using multi-frequency EPR and ENDOR, the 1H hyperfine
coupling observed in a Trp radical-type Compound I of peroxidase, was
used to calculate the dihedral angles of the aromatic radical and thus,
with the aid of crystallographic structures, DFT and site directed muta-
genesis, identify the exact position of the radical in the protein.39,40
It is known that a multitude of factors can tune the reactivity of
Compound I. Such factors can include the nature and distance of the iron
proximal ligand to the metal centre, which can be a histidine (as in
peroxidases), a cysteine (as in P450s) or a tyrosine (as in catalase).
Another important factor is the polarity of the protein cavity, to which the
oxygen of Compound I is exposed, and where the reaction with the
substrates can occur. This was determined by several amino acid resi-
dues, which were more or less conserved among the different proteins.
The reactivity can also be influenced by the propionate groups of the
heme, which are used to anchor this prosthetic group to the protein
moiety. These are expected to destabilise the cationic radical hosted in
the porphyrin if they are not involved in polar bonds. Finally, the network
of hydrogen bonds that involves the entire active site, and its geometry, is
also known to play a fundamental role that affects the reactivity.41–43
These factors appear to depend on where the radical is located, which is
crucial for the reaction mechanism involving the intermediate.
The power of EPR to characterise these heme-based systems is certainly
enhanced by complementary QM/MM calculations. The ab initio calcu-
lation of the electronic density, confined to the active site, enables one
to compute magnetic-resonance parameters including the g tensor, and
A tensors for remote surrounding nuclei. Usually, several models are
required to fully describe the spin system, taking into account different
regions of the proteins, spin distributions, hydrogen bonds, etc. However,
only by comparison with experimental data, such as EPR, is it possible to
validate and determine the accuracy of the computed model. One of the
standard outputs of the calculations are the hyperfine constants that can
be directly compared with the experimental parameters obtained by
advanced hyperfine techniques.44,45
It is clear that to understand the mechanism of these heme-based cata-
lysts, it is fundamentally important to determine the electronic distri-
bution, and the nature of the reactive intermediates. In the future, further
studies involving hyperfine spectroscopies will be required to better
understand the role of these paramagnetic spin states in the reactivity of
































































compound I. The experimental results, coupled with theoretical calcula-
tions, will serve to clarify the nature of these intermediates. This endeavour
remains challenging however, owing to the difficulties of isolating and
stabilising Compound I on such short timescales. In these cases, a rapid
freeze-quench approach is required. The purity of the enzyme is also
sometimes overlooked as an important parameter, crucial to aid in the
characterisation of such proteins. A good example, which has puzzled the
scientific world for decades, is the isolation of compound I from P450. This
was achieved by focusing on an extremely high purification of the enzyme
which crucially influences the stability of the intermediate.46
In summary, EPR can certainly provide a highly informative insight
into the electronic structure of the heme-based systems. In most cases,
valuable information can be obtained by straightforward CW EPR
measurements at X-band (9.5 GHz) microwave frequencies, whilst the
most fruitful array of information can only be revealed using the more
advanced pulsed EPR techniques, including high-field EPR, ENDOR,
ESEEM and HYSCORE capabilities.
2.2 Chlorite dismutases
Heme peroxidases are oxidoreductases which feature a heme prosthetic
group in their active site. According to a recent phylogenetic classification,47
within the peroxidase-chlorite dismutase superfamily is the heme b con-
taining enzyme chlorite dismutase (Cld), which catalyses the decomposition
of chlorite (ClO2
) into chloride (Cl) and molecular oxygen (O2). First
described in 1996 by Van Ginkel and co-workers,48 chlorite dismutases were
initially found in perchlorate-reducing bacteria (PCRB), which are facul-
tative anaerobes utilising perchlorate (ClO4
) and chlorate (ClO3
) as the
final electron acceptors in the absence of oxygen. Considerable interest
remains in the chlorite dismutases because of their unique ability to cata-
lyse the formation of an oxygen–oxygen bond, and their biotechnological
potential in the field of bioremediation, particularly in relation to the rising
levels of chlorite concentrations in drinking water and soil.49
Chlorite dismutases are currently classified into two lineages, namely
Clade I containing homohexa- and pentameric-enzymes, and Clade II
comprising the less well characterised dimeric representatives. Not-
withstanding the overall structural differences between these two Clades,
the active-site architecture and the crucial amino acids can be essentially
superimposed. A fully conserved histidine acts as fifth proximal ligand
for the ferric heme iron, whilst at the distal site a conserved flexible
arginine is also the only charged residue in a completely hydrophobic
pocket.50 Crystal structures of chlorite dismutases demonstrated that this
residue can adopt two different conformations, denoted as ‘‘in’’ when
pointing towards the iron or ‘‘out’’ when pointing away from the heme. It
has been suggested that the arginine could either be involved in substrate
recognition, or in preventing the transiently formed intermediates to
escape from the active-site,51 but its role needs to be further elucidated.
In the resting state of chlorite dismutases, a water molecule generally acts
as a weak distal ligand for the heme iron. This is supported by UV–visible
































































spectroscopy, which shows that at neutral pH, chlorite dismutases possess
the typical spectral features of a penta-coordinated high-spin iron centre.50
Due to the paramagnetic nature of Fe31, more detailed insights into the
active site configuration can be obtained by means of EPR spectroscopy,
which has been extensively applied in numerous studies on chlorite dis-
mutases. In particular, CW X-band EPR spectroscopy in frozen solution
revealed that chlorite dismutases from Clade I typically exhibit rhombically
distorted high-spin spectra at neutral pH.52–55 In contrast, the few repre-
sentatives from Clade II investigated so far, are characterised by purely axial
high-spin signals.55–57 Minor contributions from low-spin components were
also detected by EPR at pH¼ 7. In some cases, the low-spin signals observed
at neutral pH were assigned to an imidazole adduct (strong ligand), derived
from protein purification procedures involving a His-tag affinity step.58
However, this could be ruled out for recombinant chlorite dismutases,
which were purified without the use of imidazole; in these systems low-spin
components of uncertain origin are often observed.55,59
Chlorite dismutase activity has been shown to be critically influenced
by pH, having an optimum activity between 5.0 – 5.5, and a significant
decrease in the reaction rate at higher pH values.51,56 EPR spectroscopy
was also exploited in pH-dependence studies, revealing the formation of
hydroxide-ligated heme iron at alkaline pH,53,57,59 which could contrib-
ute to slowing of the turnover rate. The reason for this dramatic change
upon pH variation, is only one of many unresolved questions involved in
the catalytic cycle of chlorite dismutases. An in-depth analysis of the
numerous proposed pathways cannot be adequately treated in this
Chapter, although a general description will be presented here to high-
light how EPR spectroscopy can provide unique mechanistic insights into
how these enzymes operate.
A commonly accepted reaction mechanism is presented in Fig. 4. In
this mechanism, the anionic substrate initially binds to the ferric resting
state of the enzyme (labelled step 1), forming an Fe31-ClO2
 complex
(step 2). During this step, the flexible arginine is believed to move from
Fig. 4 Schematic illustration of the proposed catalytic cycle for chlorite dismutases.
































































the ‘‘out’’ to the ‘‘in’’ conformation. Then, the cleavage of the chlorite
molecule occurs (step 3), with a subsequent rebinding step (step 4),
before the products are released (step 5).50 The main uncertainty con-
cerning this reaction is whether chlorite is cleaved via a heterolytic or
homolytic mechanism, resulting in oxidation of the heme iron to a
Compound I or Compound II species respectively; with subsequent for-
mation of either hypochlorite (ClO) as intermediate in the first case, or
chlorine monoxide (ClO) in the second case. So far, homolytic cleavage
has been supported by computational studies,60,61 whilst biochemical
evidences have favoured the heterolytic pathway.51,62 Nevertheless, recent
investigations on a dimeric Clade II chlorite dismutase,32 showed the
apparent direct transition from the resting state, to a Compound II
species in the range of pH 5–9, while the formation of a Compound I
species was postulated as a side reaction at acidic pH.
As expected from this mechanism, a transient radical is formed either on
the porphyrin p-cation, or on the substrate intermediate. In addition, the
decay of the porphyryl radical to a protein-based radical (Compound I*),
due to internal electron transfer to a nearby amino acid, has also been
proposed for a pentameric Cld.54 The identification and exact nature of the
transient radical is not trivial to characterise, and for this reason EPR
spectroscopy has played a pivotal role is these studies, since radicals of
different origin exhibit distinct spectral features in frozen solution. The
major hindrance to studies of these reaction intermediates is the time-scale
limitation. Stopped-flow UV–vis spectroscopy showed that the dominant
transient species is formed within a few milliseconds from the addition of
chlorite, and that it persists as long as chlorite is available, which is on the
order of a few seconds using the experimental conditions applied until
now.32,51 Due to technical aspects associated with sample preparation
times for EPR analysis, little data is available on the reaction of chlorite
dismutases with their substrate. In fact, only two examples of EPR analysis
on the turnover of these enzymes have been reported to date. In the work
of Lee et al.,54 on chlorite dismutase from Dechloromonas aromatica, the
protein sample containing chlorite was flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen
within one second. The authors observed the complete loss of spectral
features associated with the ferric enzyme, and the concomitant appear-
ance of a broad and a sharp signal. These were assigned to an S¼ 3/2
porphyrin p-cation radical (Compound I), and a tryptophanyl radical,
respectively. In a more recent study by Hofbauer and co-workers,51 the
pentameric enzyme from Candidatus nitrospira defluvii was mixed with
different amounts of chlorite, but in this case the reaction was allowed to go
to completion before the sample was analysed using EPR. With increasing
concentrations of chlorite, the high-spin signal of the resting state pro-
gressively disappeared, with no concomitant formation of low-spin species.
At very high excess of chlorite (42500-fold), a protein radical was observed.
These results were consistent with the hypothesis of an irreversible enzyme
inactivation mechanism, also supported by UV–visible spectroscopy.
It is clear that EPR spectroscopy remains invaluable in studies of
chlorite dismutases. Using less active variants, which can be obtained
with relative ease by site-directed mutagenesis, working under different
































































pH conditions and sample preparations using a freeze-quench apparatus,
some of the existing technical limitations encountered in this field can be
overcome, revealing new insights and discoveries into this fascinating
series of enzymes.
2.3 Cytochromes P450
Another exceedingly important member of the heme superfamily63 of
enzymes is CYP450.64 The name for these enzymes is derived from the
spectral properties of the cytochrome (CY) and heme-pigment (P) which
displays a shift of the typical Soret optical absorption band maximum to
450 nm in the Fe21–CO bound state.65
From a functional viewpoint, CYP450s are versatile and ubiquitous
monooxygenases which principally catalyse hydroxylation of nonactivated
hydrocarbons.66 This elementary reaction delivers different results, such
that some organisms use it as a way to degrade and digest carbon,67 whilst
others (such as mammals) use it to metabolize endogenous chemicals, and
purify the organism from xenobiotics like drugs and medicines.68 The
remarkable functional diversity also extends to biosynthesis of steroids
and epoxidation of olefins.69,70 By exploiting a concerted electron and
proton transfer mechanism, operating at the active site of the protein, an
oxygen atom from dioxygen can be attached with high specificity to a very
wide range of substrates, as represented by the reaction:
R–HþO2þ 2eþ 2H1-R–OHþH2O
An electron flow is established from an electron donor, normally
NAD(P)H, and directed through other cofactors, located in the physio-
logical partners or other domains of the protein, to the heme containing
P450 domain.
From a structural viewpoint, the iron atom located at the centre of the
heme is the main protagonist of the active site. It can coordinate six ligands
in an octahedral environment. The metal binds to four nitrogen atoms
from the pyrroles of the porphyrin ring, and invariably a cysteine, through a
thiolate coordination bond connected to the protein. The sixth axial pos-
ition is open to the substrate pocket where the reaction takes place, and the
occupancy of this site changes sequentially throughout the catalytic cycle,
from a water molecule in the resting state, to an empty vacancy when the
substrate binds to an oxygen molecule in the catalytic cycle.
The general catalytic cycle of P450 enzymes is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Crucially, several different paramagnetic intermediates are generated
throughout the cycle. EPR spectroscopy has therefore become an essen-
tial technique for interrogating the catalytic cycle. The primary states,
and their associated paramagnetic species, include:
The resting state (1). The ferric iron is a d5 paramagnetic ion, and CW
EPR can thus provide detailed information on the electronic configur-
ation and orbital geometry, including the obvious confirmation of the
low spin (S¼ 1/2) configuration. CW ENDOR and Pulse EPR experiments
have revealed numerous weak hyperfine interactions of the ferric heme
centre, mainly nitrogen and hydrogen nuclei from the porphyrin and

























































































































































axial substituents. In fact, evidence of iron-water binding in the resting
state was provided by ENDOR and four-pulse ESEEM techniques, that
gave a direct measure of the anisotropic hyperfine interaction for the
water protons.71,72 The study of these hyperfine interactions also revealed
the orientation of the orbital geometry in in the resting state of P450s.
The substrate-bound ferric state (2). When the enzyme binds the sub-
strate close to the distal site, the water molecule is subsequently dis-
placed, and the five-coordinated iron changes electron configuration to
high-spin (HS) or to a mixture of HS and LS states.17 The EPR spectrum is
very sensitive to changes in the coordination number or geometry of the
iron, and therefore the technique has been used to detect changes in the
heme pocket by substrate binding.73 Also, the decrease in linewidth of
the ferric iron EPR signals in the bound-state, can be interpreted as a
structural stabilisation brought about by substrate binding. Conforma-
tional enzyme changes of P450cam was detected using DEER experi-
ments by exploiting the distance distributions between two spin labels,
attached at the surface of the enzyme, on opposite sides of the substrate
access channel.74
Ferrous dioxygen and Ferric superoxide states (3)/(4). When the first
electron is transferred to the FeIII centre, it causes reduction to FeII which
was discovered to be the rate determining step of the cycle.75 Although
the iron in this state could be paramagnetic, only a few studies have been
performed to date in such systems, owing to technical challenges (dis-
cusssed vide infra). This species has been observed and characterised
using X-ray spectroscopy.76
Peroxo-Ferric and Hydroperoxo intermediates (5)/(6). Following the add-
ition of a second electron to the centre, a peroxo-ferric species is formed.
The transfer of a proton to the dioxygen moiety then produces a hydro-
peroxo intermediate. Detailed and numerous EPR studies on these
intermediates have shed light on their characteristic electron configur-
ation, and chemical nature. These intermediates are very hard to accu-
mulate in the natural cycle, and therefore various research groups have
exploited techniques including cryoreduction and annealing, in order to
monitor changes to the iron system and ligand binding.35,77
Compound I (7). After a second proton transfer, a water molecule is
subsequently released from the active site leaving an FeIV¼O inter-
mediate, which is referred to as Compound I and represents the true
catalytic species of the whole cycle. This intermediate has been observed
recently, by CW EPR and other techniques, in several members of the
family using the peroxide shunt, which reacts with the resting state with
peroxides/peracids.78 The electronic characteristics of this species have
been described vide infra in section 2.1.
Rebound mechanism and product (8)/(9). Once Compound I has formed,
it catalyses the hydroxylation reaction through a mechanism that is still
poorly understood and widely debated, even if many scientist agree on a
rebound-type mechanism. In this iron state, a hydrogen atom is removed
from a certain position on the substrate, and bound to oxygen followed
by the formation of an hydroxyl group, which rebinds rapidly to the
radical substrate forming the product.79
































































In all stages of the catalytic cycle, EPR has undoubtedly played an
essential role in deciphering the nature of the chemical intermediates,
and the catalysis occurring in these proteins. However, many unanswered
questions remain. In recent years, there is emerging evidence and interest
focusing on the use of CYP450 enzymes not just as monooxygenase, but as
peroxygenases by using the peroxide shunt.80 Indeed, as it can be seen in
Fig. 5, the catalytic cycle of CYP450 can be productive using hydrogen
peroxide. Through this path, Compound I can be obtained directly from
the resting state of the protein. The advantage of this reaction is that
catalysis is performed without using expensive electron donors, such as
NAD(P)H and without involvement of other protein partners and oxygen,
but simply using hydrogen peroxide or peracids as their substitutes.
Unfortunately, despite their great potential, these substrates are strong
oxidants. Following a number of catalytic cycles, irreversible damage
occurs to the cytochromes, which in turn greatly reduces their activity.
Recently, several CYP450s were discovered that can undertake the cata-
lysis using H2O2 without damage, namely a CYP450 enzyme called
CYP116B5.81 This cytochrome shows remarkable stability in the presence
of peroxide, and a peroxygenase-like reactivity. This behaviour is quite
peculiar. For instance, in CYPBM3,82 a cytochrome with which it shares
almost the same electron transfer topology, showed the classic CYP450
behaviour of undergoing damage from interaction with peroxides. Reac-
tion assays, where the interaction between H2O2 and these two com-
parative proteins was studied, revealed that as the concentration of H2O2
increased from 0 mM to 5 mM, the activity of CYPBM3 decreased by 80%,
whilst that of CYP116B5 only decreased by 10%.83 All this ensures that
CYP116B5 may find interesting potential use in biocatalysis as a highly
performing, reliable, cheap and eco-friendly catalyst.
For all these reasons, a better understanding of the behaviour and
reactivity of CYP450 enzymes is crucial to underpin future developments
in catalysis. A considerable amount of research has already been
undertaken on these systems, whilst new emerging discoveries on species
such as CYP116B5, demonstrate the wealth and potential yet to be
uncovered in this important class of enzymes. EPR spectroscopy will thus
continue to play a pivotal role in studying these underpinning para-
magnetic mechanisms.
3 Catalysts for polymerisation
The exceedingly successful catalytic activities and functions, delivered by
enzymes, are of course well known. Indeed, the success and specificity
achieved by enzymes is unparalleled and unmatched by any synthetic
catalysts. However, one area of synthetic catalysis where yields and
turnovers are quite remarkable, is in the field of polymerisation. This is
best exemplified from the widespread successful use of Ziegler-Natta and
Phillips based catalysts for olefin polymerisation, and also more recently
for Cr based catalysts used in oligomerisation. In these catalysts, para-
magnetic intermediates or oxidation states are frequently involved and
central to the catalytic cycle. As a result, EPR once again has become an
































































indispensable tool for the characterisation, and thus improvement of
these catalytic reactions.
In general, polymerisation and oligomerisation catalysts behave in very
different ways, but ultimately they do share a few common traits. An
ethylene molecule, or another olefin (such as propylene), will usually
coordinate to the metal centre using the electron density of the double
bond (this 2 electron, 3 centre bond has a hapticity number of Z2). In this
position, the molecule has a greater chance to interact with another olefin.
The ability of the metal centre to thereby switch between oxidation states,
crucially enables the coordinated reagents to undertake insertion reactions,
such as oxidative coupling. Each insertion step extends the growing chain
by one unit. Ziegler Natta catalysts for ethylene or propylene polymerization
can grow linear chains of thousands of carbon atoms, while in the case of
the chromium catalysts for ethylene oligomerization the chain growth
occurs through the formation of a metallacycle. Ring geometry restrictions
typically limit the maximum length to 2, 3 or 4 monomers.
Analogous to the role played by EPR in the characterisation of enzymes,
local information of the paramagnetic metal sites in the polymerisation
and oligomerisation reaction centres can be revealed with exquisite
detail. One of the most relevant paramagnetic metal ions in olefin
polymerization is Ti31, whereas paramagnetic Cr11/31 states are crucially
important in oligomerisation processes. The distortion of the local
geometry of paramagnetic metal centres in the activated, and reactive
catalysts, is manifested through the spin Hamiltonian parameters,
including the g tensors for Ti31 and low spin Cr11, and the additional
ZFS terms for the Cr31 centres. For systems with half-integer spin (Kra-
mers species), the experiment can be readily performed at conventional
microwave frequency (9.5/34 GHz for X-/Q-band), whereas the ‘‘EPR-
silent’’ integer spin systems (non-Kramer species) require high-field/
high-frequency EPR (HFEPR) measurements to fully interpret the para-
magnetic state. Other advanced EPR techniques, including ENDOR,
ELDOR detected NMR, ESEEM, and HYSCORE, have been successfully
used to probe the other nuclei in the coordination sphere. The results
combined from these techniques can provide an unrivalled view of the
structures and chemical bonds between metal sites and ligands, which
will be illustrated in the following sections.
3.1 Ziegler-Natta catalysts
Ziegler – Natta catalysts (ZNC) represent one of the most important dis-
coveries within the polymerisation industry. Their discovery by Karl
Ziegler in 1954 lead to a breakthrough in the synthesis of ethylene at
room temperature, and enabled Giulio Natta to polymerise propylene
into crystalline polypropylene for the first time in 1954. ZNC can be based
on homogeneous (including Ti, Zr and Hf complexes) and heterogeneous
(including Ti complexes) catalysts. The characterisation of the hetero-
geneous ZNC is exceedingly challenging, compared to their homo-
geneous counterparts bearing a single active site,84,85 in part owing to the
presence of multiple active sites. The distribution and heterogeneity of
the active sites, can then be discriminated using EPR, since as stated
































































above, the spin Hamiltonian parameters are sensitive to changes in the
local coordination environment around the metal centre.
In heterogeneous ZNC the reactions occur at specific active sites
formed by TiCl4 located on the surface of a highly active MgCl2 support
(SiO2, TiO2, MgO, and Al2O3 supports have also been reported
86), and
activated using a suitable co-catalyst consisting of a main group metal
alkyl (generally an aluminum alkyl). The active sites are presumed to be
paramagnetic Ti31 species featuring a metal–carbon bond, generated
by the reduction of the supported Ti41 centre by the co-catalyst.85 The
over-reduction of Ti41 to Ti21 and Ti1 has also been reported.87 Lewis
bases are added to the system as additional components, not only to
improve the activity of the catalyst, but also to enhance and control the
stereoregularity that primarily affects the crystallinity of the polymer.88,89
The presence of a large number of potentially active components in the
catalyst, complicates the detailed microscopic understanding of the
inner working mechanism of these heterogeneous ZNCs. The activity,
selectivity and specificity of the catalyst’s active site are determined from
each of the individual components, and even subtle changes in the
coordination sphere of the active sites can lead to substantial changes in
the catalytic performance. A thorough characterisation of these catalysts
at the molecular level, in terms of electronic, chemical, and structural
properties is required, although complicated by the heterogeneity of the
support, the low concentration of the active sites, and the ease of con-
tamination. Nevertheless, EPR and the advanced hyperfine techniques
can provide the desired information, particularly when complimented
using suitable computational work.90
The paramagnetic Ti31 center, bearing a simple d1 electron configur-
ation (S¼ 1/2), is most readily characterised by EPR spectroscopy.90
CW and Pulse EPR techniques then provide a unique insight into the
geometric, electronic structure, and the surrounding environment of
the paramagnetic Ti31 active sites. Such information is extracted through
the electron Zeeman interaction (characterized by the g matrix) and the
hyperfine interactions of the unpaired electron with local spin active
nuclei 47Ti and 49Ti, and more remote surrounding nuclei in the first and
even second coordination spheres, including 1H, 17O, 27Al and 35,37Cl
nuclei.90–92 Representative examples that illustrate how the coordination
environment of Ti31, with ethylene association in model systems can be
investigated by EPR, have been reported recently.92–94 Most of the pub-
lished EPR spectra include overlapped signals arising from different Ti31
species with either axial (g>4g8 and g>og8) or rhombic (gxagyagz) g
values ranging from 1.89 to 1.99. The deviations in the g values may be
attributed to a different genesis, all of which are related to the influence
of the chemical environment on the paramagnetic species. Some of the
most common reasons, for the slight deviation of the g values in the ZNC,
include the localisation of Ti31 species at different surface terminations
of MgCl2 support (lateral cut 110 and 104), the nature of Lewis bases and
even the nature of the co-catalyst used in the activation process.92,95,96
Brant et al.,96 described an EPR investigation on a model ZNC prepared
by the deposition of alkylmagnesium butoxide (AMB) and titanium
































































tetrachloride onto a silica support. Their work did not provide much
insight regarding the structures of the active sites themselves, respon-
sible for the reported g values (g¼ 1.99, 1.957, 1.951), except for a signal
at g¼ 1.895, but they provide an important correlation between Ti spin
concentrations and different Ti/Mg ratios. Increasing the Ti–Mg ratio was
found to lead to higher signal intensities for the lower g values and
higher activity of the catalyst in ethylene polymerization, while decreas-
ing Ti–Mg ratio lead to higher signal intensity for higher g-values. Using a
wet chemical route, they demonstrated that the amount of Ti31 and Ti21
formed after the reduction of Ti41 was 95% and 0.8% respectively.
However, the total amount of EPR active Ti31 detected only represented
10–20% of all the titanium, suggesting the presence of considerable
quantities of EPR silent Ti31 centres.95 The exact identity of these EPR
silent Ti31 species remains unclear, but it is likely attributed to clustered
organisations of titanium active sites, which results in anti-
ferromagnetically – EPR silent-coupled states.97
In a series of papers, Koshevoy and co-workers99–101 detailed an EPR
investigation of super-active supported titanium-magnesium catalysts,
with a low titanium content (r0.1 wt.%), which was activated with alu-
minum trialkyls of different composition. The formation of isolated Ti31
species, with slightly different g values, was reported which corresponded
to commonly reported g values for ZNC. The EPR active Ti31 species in
these systems represented 40–70% of the total titanium content, higher
than for conventional catalysts. The content of EPR active Ti31 species
was found to rely on the composition of the co-catalyst, and was correl-
ated to the activity of the catalyst in ethylene polymerization and ethylene
copolymerization with a-olefins.98–100
Morra et al.,93 investigated an industrial catalyst consisting of TiCl4/
MgCl2/dibutylphthalate, activated by triethylaluminum (TEA). The pres-
ence of three distinct EPR-active Ti31 species was reported, two of them
being more dominant than the third. The measurements were performed
using a combination of multi-frequency (X, Q, and W band) CW and
pulse EPR techniques (including HYSCORE and ELDOR-detected NMR).
The g values extracted from the X- and W-band spectra were reported as
g1¼ 1.93, g2¼ 1.88 and g3¼ 1.89 for the first species 1 (with 76% abun-
dance), g1¼ 1.96, g2¼ 1.94 and g3¼ 1.89 for the second species 2 (with
23% abundance) and finally g1¼ 1.97, g2¼ 1.96 and g3¼ 1.96 (with only
1% abundance) for the third species 3. From the Q-band HYSCORE
spectra, a hyperfine coupling between Ti31 and 35,37Cl was observed,
suggesting a direct coordination of Cl nuclei to the two more abundant
Ti31 species. The catalyst was subsequently exposed to molecular oxygen,
to demonstrate the reactivity and the accessibility of the EPR active sites.
A decrease of the Ti31 signal intensity was observed immediately, due to
oxidation to the EPR silent Ti41 centre along with the concomitant
appearance of surface superoxide (O2
) signal. The latter superoxide
signal was used as a spin probe to reveal the presence of Al nuclei, ori-
ginating from the co-catalyst, in close proximity to the Ti31 species.
Moreover, a hyperfine interaction with 1H nuclei was resolved in X-band
HYSCORE measurements, translating into an O2
. . .H distance of
































































0.33 nm. Finally, analysis of the Q-band HYSCORE revealed that the large
isotropic (Fermi contact) hyperfine interaction with 27Al, indicated that
the O2
 radical is stabilized on the Ti41 centre and experiences a direct
interaction with the 27Al nucleus of the co-catalyst.92
Advanced EPR studies were also used to provide meaningful infor-
mation on the nature of paramagnetic metal-olefin complexes. These
experiments, performed on ZNCs, revealed important information on the
p-coordination mode of the olefins at the paramagnetic center, and thus
in turn informed on how the stereoselectivity of the catalyst is directed. In
particular, standard HYSCORE and SMART-HYSCORE experiments
(the latter providing higher sensitivity and an absence of any blind spots),
in combination with DFT calculations, were performed by Morra et al.95
The study was performed on mono-ethylene complexes with trivalent
titanium centres, produced by adsorption of C2H4 and
13C-enriched C2H4
on reduced TiAlPO-5 zeotype materials. This study provided experimental
proof for the p-coordination of ethylene to the paramagnetic Ti31 centre,
in addition to the electronic and geometric structure of the ethylene-Ti31
intermediate complex. The HYSCORE spectrum revealed the presence of
two distinct 13C couplings, confirming that the two carbon nuclei of
ethylene are inequivalent, with C2 displaying a larger coupling to the Ti
compared to C1. This affirmed an asymmetry in the spin density delo-
calisation between the two carbons of ethylene. From this study, it was
shown that the reactivity of the ethylene molecule and the stereo-
selectivity of the catalyst are as a consequence of the electronic effects.94
Another study was performed by Allouche et al.,94 using HYSCORE in
combination with X-ray crystallography and DFT calculations, to investi-
gate two model systems of low coordinated bis(alkoxide) Ti31 alkyl com-
plexes formed upon ethylene polymerisation. In this study, they provided
structural assignment for ( Si2O)( SiO)2Ti31–R surface species as key
intermediates in the ethylene polymerisation activity of the silica-
supported titanium hydrides. From the CW EPR spectra, they observed
rhombic g tensors for both complexes, bearing different degrees of
g-anisotropy. After the reaction of the complexes with 13C-labelled ethyl-
ene, weak 1H couplings were observed in the HYSCORE spectra to the first
coordination sphere of Ti31, and the closest proton to the Ti31 centre was
found to be from the Ca carbon of the alkyl ligand. The HYSCORE spectra
also showed the characteristic 13C hyperfine coupling.93
Whilst most of the reported systems to date are based on the para-
magnetic 3d1 Ti31 oxidation state, the 3d2 configuration of Ti21 can also be
paramagnetic, when present as a high spin triplet state (S¼ 1); however very
few EPR studies of Ti21 are reported.96 Nevertheless, some studies have
employed an indirect route to study Ti21 with EPR, using selective oxidising
reactions of Ti21 to Ti31, using water or pentafluorochlorobenzene:
2Ti21þ 2H2O-2Ti31þ 2OHþH2
TiCl2þC6F5Cl-TiCl3þC6F5
In other studies, EPR has also been used to identify and study the
organic radicals formed after activation of the pre-catalyst with the
































































co-catalyst. The origin of the organic radicals is generally found to be due
to the presence of internal and external electron donors.101
Clearly, as described above, EPR offers a powerful means to characterise
the active sites on ZNC and their surrounding environment. Whilst most
of these studies have utilized the more readily available CW EPR method,
the advantages offered from pulsed EPR techniques offers a far greater
step forward in terms of the information that can be extracted from the
unresolved hyperfine interactions on the structure of the active sites.
3.2 Phillips based systems
The Phillips catalyst was discovered by J. P. Hogan and R. L. Banks at
Phillips Petroleum in the 1950s.102 It is a Cr-based catalyst used for
ethylene polymerisation and its use is so widespread that it accounts for
over 40% of the high-density polyethylene (HDPE) commercially avail-
able. Despite being successfully utilised in large scale industrial oper-
ations for the past 60 years, it may be rather surprising to learn that there
are still many unanswered questions concerning the mode of operation
of the catalysts.103–105 In particular, the oxidation state and geometry of
the active site is still poorly understood, whilst some of the fundamental
steps involved in the polymerisation mechanism remain elusive.
These questions remain unresolved for several reasons. First, only a
small fraction of the Cr-sites are actually active, such that many studies
have actually reported upon indirect Cr-species. Second, the Phillips
catalyst itself represents a rather complex arrangement of chemical
entities, which are sensitive to the experimental conditions. As a result,
experiments conducted in different research laboratories may have
employed slightly different conditions, giving rise to slightly different
distribution of centres within the catalyst. Third, most laboratory studies
were conducted on high vacuum lines which often do not reproduce the
experimental conditions employed in industrial applications, and there-
fore the observer is actually reporting on different states of the catalyst. In
general terms, the Phillips catalysts are prepared by dispersing hexavalent
chromium ions onto the surface of porous inorganic materials.105 The
catalyst is then activated by calcination in an oxidising atmosphere at
temperature above 600 1C. After the activation step, Cr61 will be the
dominating Cr species, with a minor proportion of Cr51 species.106
There are two common forms of the Phillips catalyst, namely the oxi-
dised form and the reduced form. The oxidised form is based on the
aforementioned Cr61 precatalyst. It can react with ethylene at T4100 1C,
and initiate polymerisation after the induction time. During the induc-
tion period, the chromium is reduced to lower oxidation state, pre-
dominantly Cr21, before forming the Cr-R active sites (for which the
oxidation state is uncertain). The small amount of Cr51 centres (with
S¼ 1/2), can be investigated by X-/Q-band EPR, and these usually reveal
an axial set of g values when grafted on alumina support. On the other
hand, two Cr51 centres with axial and rhombic g values were reported for
the silica grafted material.107,108 Upon ethylene polymerisation, high spin
Cr species, characterized by signals with geffB4.3, can also be detected.
































































These were attributed to Cr31 species (S¼ 3/2) with large ZFS par-
ameters,108 and illustrate the complexity of speciation in these catalysts.
By comparison, the reduced form of the Phillips catalyst can be
obtained by further reducing the oxidised form with CO. At 350 1C, the
Cr61 sites can be quantitatively converted to Cr21. After this reduction,
the catalyst is active for polymerisation with ethylene at room tempera-
ture, without an induction time. EPR investigations of these catalysts
showed that only a small amount of Cr51 remained as an impurity after
the reduction.108–110 The non-Kramers Cr21 species (S¼ 2) was investi-
gated using high field EPR at 106/212/317 GHz, and was reported to have
a very small rhombicity for the ZFS tensor.109 Upon ethylene polymer-
isation, two research groups reported different observations, albeit under
slightly different conditions. In one case, the X-/Q-band spectrum was
reported to be unaltered following ethylene exposure at room tempera-
ture,108 and assumed that no Kramers species was involve in the poly-
merisation. However, in another study the polymerisation reaction was
performed at T¼ 80 1C and the authors reported the appearance of Cr31
signals, characterised by the broad linewidth, centred at gB1.98 with
axial symmetry, together with the loss from Cr21 signals.109,110 Therefore,
it was concluded that the Cr21 sites were oxidised to organo-Cr31 species
by ethylene, which initiated the polymerisation.
As described above, both forms of the Phillips catalysts require a
reduction step forming the Cr21 centres. The polymerisation mechanism
is then proposed to operate via a two electron redox process involving Cr21
and Cr41, or a one electron redox process involving Cr21 and Cr31. To
delineate which mechanism is operative, considerable efforts in surface
organometallic chemistry (SOMC) and supported homogeneous catalysis
(SHC) have created systems bearing surface chromium sites with well-
defined oxidation state and nuclearity on a silica-/alumina surface.111
This is exemplified by the research from Copéret and colleagues.112,113 In
their studies, Cr31-siloxide and Cr31-amide were grafted onto the silica
surface. In the case of the Cr31-siloxide, two high spin Cr31 species with
geffB4.9 were detected in the X-band EPR spectrum, together with
hyperfine couplings to 29Si at 2.99 MHz identified in the HYSCORE
experiment. On the other hand, the grafted Cr31-amide produced an EPR
signal with with geffB2, attributed to low spin Cr
31 (S¼ 1/2) whilst the
HYSCORE spectrum revealed a hyperfine coupling to 14N at 1.05 MHz.
Bearing in mind the limitations stated earlier, it is crucial to investigate
the complex Phillips catalyst with a plethora of analytical and spectro-
scopic techniques, if the mechanism is to be truly understood. As shown
above, EPR is one such spectroscopic technique that can provide detailed
information on the local geometry of the Cr species and even the sur-
rounding environment using advanced technique such as HYSCORE.
Kramers species including Cr31 and Cr51 can be investigated at con-
ventional microwave frequencies employed in EPR (i.e., X-/Q-band), whilst
higher microwave frequencies are needed to investigate the non-Kramers
species like Cr21 and Cr41. The potential opportunities afforded by pulsed
EPR are undoubtedly yet to be explored, but owing to the complex speci-
ation and distribution of spin active centres in these catalysts, it will always
































































remain challenging to fully characterise the paramagnetic centres in these
catalysts. Nevertheless, EPR will remain a vitally important tool in the
arsenal of techniques used to study the Philips Catalysts.
3.3 Oligomerisation based systems
Oligomerisation is a similar process to polymerisation, but aimed at
assembling shorter molecular chains and preferably with a well defined
chain length. One of the commonly employed processes is the oligomer-
isation of ethylene, as it is the simplest of all building blocks (monomers)
available. The products of ethylene oligomerisation are called linear
a-olefins (LAO), which can be as short as 1-butene, but do not have a
specific maximum chain length limit. 1-hexene and 1-octene are the most
desirable product chain lengths for this type of reaction. Chromium-based
catalysts, in conjunction with aluminium co-catalysts, have proven to be
highly effective for this reaction, and the Phillips trimerisation system (not
to be confused with the above Philips polymerisation catalyst) is currently
used to produce large quantities of 1-hexene.114
More recently,115 it was discovered that the chromium based organo-
metallic complexes, based around the general structure [Cr(CO)4(Ph2PN-
(i-Pr)PPh2)]
1 have excellent oligomerisation activity and, like the previous
catalysts already employed in industry, is activated using a large excess of
a co-catalyst, such as triethylaluminium (TEA) or methylaluminoxane
(MAO). The co-catalyst is used to remove the carbonyl ligands in the
complex. However, a wide variety of species are formed during this acti-
vation step and indeed the catalytically active species remain uncertain,
whilst the full scope of the secondary reactions induced by these agents
remains uncertain. Following the activation of the catalyst, two ethylene
molecules bind to the Cr metal centre. At first the substrate is thought to
bind through the double bond, whilst in the second stage, two ethylene
molecules undergo oxidative coupling, which alters the oxidation state of
the chromium centre byþ2. Chain growth occurs in consecutive insertion
stages after the formation of the first 5-membered ring. As additional
ethylene molecules are inserted, larger 7- and 9- membered rings are
formed, with the metal centre acting as one of the vertices. The specific
metal complex used, including the choice of phosphine ligands and the
reaction conditions, can all be tuned to selectively produce 1-butene,
1-hexene or 1-octene.
Similar to the case described vide infra for the Phillips based catalyst, the
redox states of chromium that are operative in the catalytic cycle for the
oligomerisation systems are also unknown. A two electron redox couple is
believed to occur in the chromium oligomerisation catalyst, involving
either Cr11 and Cr31 (both paramagnetic) or involving Cr21 and Cr41.114
Indeed chromium possess several accessible oxidation states, ranging
from 0 to VI, and many of these are paramagnetic. The low spin states
involving Cr11, Cr31 or Cr51, are not affected by ZFS, and are therefore
relatively easy to study at conventional microwave frequencies used in EPR.
As stated earlier, the high spin states can be more problematic to char-
acterise, unless the user has access to high field EPR measurements.
































































Nevertheless, the sheer abundance of potential paramagnetic centres
involved in the oligomerisation catalysts has meant that EPR has played a
crucial role in the characterisation of such systems, especially when used
in conjunction with other techniques and computational chemistry.114
As previously explained, large quantities of aluminium based co-
catalysts are required to activate the chromium pre-catalyst. There are
numerous reasons why this abundance of co-catalyst is far from ideal.
First, from a pure atom economy perspective, it makes the reaction less
efficient by adding to the reagents whilst also requiring later separation
from the clean product. Second, there are many by-products which are not
believed to be catalytically active. And finally, the exhausted salts are an
environmental hazard which cannot easily be disposed of nor recycled.115
To date, a number of EPR studies have been conducted using X-band
CW techniques116,117 to determine the oxidation states and structure
of the Cr31 based catalyst [Cr(acac)3(Ph2PN(i-Pr)PPh2)]3, both during
the activation step with Al agents, and during the actual oligomerisation.




activation with TEA.117 When low levels of TEA are used a Cr(I) bis-arene
complex, [Cr(Ph2P(CH2)3PPh2-bis-Z
6-arene)]1 was formed, as revealed by
EPR and DFT. This bis-arene complex was proposed to form via intra-
molecular rearrangement and co-ordination of Cr11 to the phenyl groups of
the phosphine ligand in aliphatic solvents, following loss of CO. It was
thought that this prevents release of Cr11 ions into solution. On the con-
trary, when aromatic solvents were employed such as toluene, a bis-tolyl
complex was preferentially formed. The same group also studied the acti-
vation when higher levels of TEA were employed.118 It was clear that the
TEA was responsible for the complete removal of all CO groups from the
Cr11 complex and this reaction occurs via a dominant pathway involving a
series of Cr11 intermediates, including a cis-[Cr(CO)3(Ph2PN(i-Pr)PPh2)]
1
complex and a ‘piano-stool’ type complex [Cr(CO)2(Ph2PN(i-Pr)PPh2)]
1.
Each of these paramagnetic complexes produced a distinctive set of spin
Hamiltonian parameters as characterised by CW EPR, and verified by DFT.
It was clear that the distribution and nature of the Cr11 intermediates was
highly sensitive to the experimental conditions employed, including the
quantity and manner of TEA addition. Hence similar to the case described
earlier for the characterisation of the Phillips catalyst, different results can
be obtained from different laboratories, if the experimental conditions are
not identical.119
Owing to the problems associated with using the aluminium based
co-catalysts, some work has also been conducted to examine whether UV
photolysis can be successfully employed to remove the carbonyl ligands
in these catalysts. A CW EPR study was therefore recently reported on the
UV activation of a [Cr(CO)4(Ph2P(CH2)3PPh2)]
1 complex.120 In general
there is very little literature on the photochemistry of Cr11 systems,120
despite the copious amount of literature available on the analogous Cr0
complexes; this is likely due to the air sensitive nature of the Cr11 sys-
tems. UV photolysis of the [Cr(CO)4(Ph2P(CH2)3PPh2)]
1 complex breaks
both the Cr–CO and Cr–P bonds, ultimately leading to the formation of a

































































1 complex and a mer-[Cr(CO)3-
(Ph2P(CH2)3PPh2)2]
1 complex which is an intermediate observed only at
low temperature. The spatial symmetry of the starting complex
(g1¼ 1.988, g2¼ 2.066, g3¼ 2.066) and the final complex (g1¼ 1.968,
g2¼ 2.024, g3¼ 2.024) were both axial, while the intermediate complex
was rhombic (g1¼ 1.984, g2¼ 2.026, g3¼ 2.050), bearing a non-chelating
P atom. The ability to monitor symmetry changes can be invaluable in the
study of reaction intermediates and isomerisation studies.
4 Microporous systems
Catalysis by microporous systems such as activated carbons, zeolites,
metal organic frameworks and alumina phosphates is very widespread
with industrially relevant processes including fossil fuel refining and the
production of valuable chemicals.121 One of the most important features
of these catalysts lies in their crystalline structure. The presence of pores
and channels of molecular dimensions can provide some degree of shape
selectivity of reactants, intermediates and products within the frame-
work.122 Moreover, the large internal surface area and void volumes
provide the perfect environment for the coordination of active transition
metal centers, which are usually the main actors of the catalytic cycle.
The high dispersion of the sites makes the microporous materials
suitable as single-site catalysts, capable of filling the gap between
homogenous and heterogeneous catalytic science.123
EPR spectroscopy has been widely used to investigate catalytically
active microporous systems.124,125 In most cases, the active species is a
transition metal ion in a paramagnetic valence state, associated with the
microporous framework. CW and pulse EPR experiments provide a
detailed description on the electronic state of the active sites and their
surrounding environment. This exquisite information, when combined
with data from other techniques, can enable one to determine the loca-
tion and geometry of the active site, which is fundamental for a better
understanding of the catalytic process. Furthermore, owing to the high
sensitivity of the technique, the EPR signal can provide quantitative
information on the amount of paramagnetic species present in the
microporous material, even at very low concentrations.
Although EPR spectroscopy can only detect species bearing unpaired
electrons, valuable insights into the geometry, accessibility and reactivity
of diamagnetic centres may be indirectly probed using suitable para-
magnetic spin probes, that fit into the framework and interact with the
species of interest. Such paramagnetic spin probes that have been
successfully exploited in studies of microporous materials include
nitroxides,126 nitric oxide (NO)127,128 and superoxide (O2
).129 It should
also be mentioned that the advent of in situ and operando techniques has
provided another opportunity to monitor the catalytically relevant species
in microporous materials under nominally active conditions, including
the identification of transient radical intermediates and the analysis of
photocatalytic efficiency, via light illumination and electrocatalytic per-
formance.130,131 This also provides further insights and clarity into the
































































reaction mechanisms that can lead to improved catalyst design.132
Nonetheless, the intrinsic practical difficulties of in situ methods have
limited its approach to CW EPR measurements; pulse EPR has still not
been employed for the study of microporous catalysts in reactive estate
under such in situ conditions.125 In this section of the Chapter, we will
present some of the most important examples pertaining to the appli-
cations of EPR in the study of microporous single-site catalysis. In par-
ticular, we will focus on two of the most representative classes of these
materials, namely Zeolites and Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs). The
former class represent the largest group of microporous materials, and
are indeed the most widely exploited from an industrial perspective for
more than 40 years.133 The latter class have recently been introduced into
the catalysis field due to their high degree of flexibility, functionality and
hydrothermal stability for organic and inorganic components.134
4.1 Zeolites
Zeolites and zeotype materials are aluminosilicate, aluminophosphate and
silico-alumino-phosphate microporous systems characterized by a regular
three-dimensional framework of channels and cages.135 The fundamental
building unit of all zeolites is the tetrahedral site (T site) usually composed
by a Si41 atom coordinated to four oxygen atoms. The T sites are commonly
substituted by Al31, P51, Ga31 or even a small number of transition metal
ions. The tetrahedral units are connected to each other through the oxygen
atoms, and are able to arrange themselves in different ways, to create a
huge variety of structures with different framework topologies. Typically,
the Al atoms substitute the siliceous positions and generate an anionic
charge inside the solid which has to be compensated by extra-framework
cations. In natural zeolites, these are usually alkali or alkaline-earth ions
which occupy the microporous space. Since they are not covalently bound
to the framework, the charge-balancing cations can be partially or totally
exchanged by other different cations.
Whereas the acidic properties of synthetic zeolites have been exploited
since the 1960s on large industrial scales, for example in crude oil refin-
ing,136 the interest in transition metal ion (TMIs) exchanged zeolites
and zeotypes as redox catalyst has grown over the past 20 years. The
introduction of Co, Cu, Fe, Ti, Ni, Rh and Pd as counterions inside
the zeolitic framework has proven to be very promising in industrially
relevant oxidation and reduction reactions.137,138 As most of these TMIs
are paramagnetic, EPR spectroscopy has been extensively used in the
characterisation of such exchanged zeolites for several decades.132 On the
one hand, it is a powerful tool enabling the user to extract information on
the location, structure and dispersion of the paramagnetic TMIs in zeolite
catalysts. On the other hand, thanks to recent technological advances, the
application of in situ investigations has also made it possible to monitor
catalytically active species under conditions close to those of the operating
reaction conditions.139,140
Perhaps on the of the most widely studied paramagnetic TMI in
exchanged zeolites has been Cu21, and numerous EPR studies have been
































































devoted to this over the years.141 The identification of the local envir-
onment around the Cu21 exchanged sites is an important prerequisite for
understanding their catalytic activity. Normally, for a particular zeolite,
more than one copper species coexists in the material, depending on the
hydration state and Si/Al ratio. After the removal of water, the Cu21 ions
are strongly bound to the oxygens of the framework and the difference
among the sites are mainly related to the Al distributions.142 The pres-
ence of Al pairs, as opposed to isolated Al sites around the cupric species,
affect the redox and/or acidic properties for a specific Cu site and, thus,
the activity of the catalyst.143
The hyperfine coupling constants and g values directly obtained from the
CW EPR spectrum are strongly affected by the local environment for a
specific copper ion.144 In fact, for a given coordination sphere, the Cu21
complex, which suffers from a lower ligand field splitting parameter (DLF)
and less negative total charge on the copper, will also produce higher g8 and
lower A8 values.
145 The pioneering work of Peisach and Blumberg dem-
onstrated this empirical correlation between the EPR parameters for several
Cu21 containing biological systems.146 Later on, these models were suc-
cessfully used for the interpretation of copper exchanged zeolites139 (Fig. 6).
An example of how these plots can be interpreted is given in Fig. 6. All of
the dehydrated zeolites are almost perfectly located on the antidiagonal of
the plot. This means that generally, for the same coordinating atom type
and number (e.g. 4 equatorial oxygen donor atoms), a Cu21 ion sur-
rounded by a more negative coordination sphere is found in the upper-left
part of the plot, whereas in the opposite case, it is found in the lower-right.
Thus, the information extracted from the Peisach–Blumberg model is
fundamental for the assignment and understanding of the Cu21 sites. For
instance, Cu-MFI hosts two distinct copper species named as MF1 and
MF2 in Fig. 6. MF2 was assigned to a six-membered ring site with two Al
whereas MFI1 was assigned to a six-membered ring site in which one Al is
inside the ring while the other one bridges the ring.139 Since the latter
Fig. 6 Peisach-Blumberg plot for different Cu-exchanged zeolites. The data for hydrated
Cu zeolites are given with squares and they refer to low temperature measurements.
Adapted from ref. 144 with permission from Springer Nature, Copyright 2016.
































































environment produces a more negative charge on the Cu21 ion, the par-
ameters related to this site appear in the higher left hand part of the plot.
Regarding the hydrated Cu-zeolites, their position on the bottom right
hand side is due to the different number and nature of ligands around the
copper (i.e., water molecules instead of framework atoms).
Despite the enormous potential offered by in situ EPR spectroscopy,147
many limitations and difficulties remain. The advent of specific experi-
mental assembles/setups has facilitated some limited exploitation of the
approach to study zeolite catalysts under almost operando conditions.
Examples include the analysis of TMIs in zeolites after adsorption of
different reactants or probe molecules,148 after treatment at temperatures
or pressures typical of a specific reaction,149 or for the identification of
radical intermediates.150 Of particular note is the work by Brückner
et al.,150 on Fe-ZSM-5 zeolites. It was found that these catalysts are able to
oxidise benzene to phenol in the presence of N2O at room tempera-
ture.151 The active species responsible for the oxidation process was
attributed to a so-called a-oxygen species, formed on the iron sites of the
ZSM-5 material after contact with N2O. The radical anionic nature of
the a-oxygen was experimentally confirmed by in situ EPR results. After a
pre-treatment of Fe-ZSM-5 at 973 K in Ar, the Fe31 single site EPR signal
disappeared because of the reduction to Fe21, which is effectively EPR
silent at conventional microwave frequencies. The subsequent oxidation
at 523 K in an N2O/Ar flow regenerated the iron signal, together with a
radical line at g¼ 2.018. This signal was assigned to an O radical anion,
formed by electron transfer from Fe21 to N2O.
150 It was also proved that
only N2O is able to create the a-oxygen centre because no radical line was
observed when O2 was used as oxidant.
It is certainly clear that EPR spectroscopy is a powerful technique for
providing a detailed and informative description on the active sites of
TMI exchanged zeolites, including geometry and electronic structural
data. Moreover, the application of in situ EPR approaches allows one to
monitor fundamental changes to the nature of the catalytically TMI sites,
under operative conditions and/or identify specific radical species
formed from certain reactants.
4.2 Metal organic frameworks
In recent years, Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) have started to gain
considerable attention as the most prominent class of microporous
materials for applications in gas storage and separation, liquid purifi-
cation, catalysis, sensing, electrochemical energy, super-capacitors, and
heat storage owing to their unique structural diversity and tunability.152–157
The ultrahigh porosity, tuneable pore nature, enormous internal surface
(1000 – 10 000 m2 g1) and volume area, very low density and crystal
integrity are just some of the bespoke properties of MOFs which provide a
pathway towards a potentially unique role in the field of heterogeneous
catalysis.153–155 The high surface area of MOFs also creates large accessible
volume space with a large number and variety of active sites for catalysis.153
In addition to this, another important property of MOFs is the so-called
































































‘breathing effect’, where the porous nature of the MOF can be manipulated
to reversibly change from narrow to large pore transformations without any
topological framework distortion.157 Furthermore, MOF materials can also
be functionalised for bespoke catalytic applications via the modification of
coordinatively unsaturated active sites, the encapsulation of guest species
in pores, or by coating with functional materials.153,158,159
Although MOFs are essentially based on a cage-like complex struc-
ture, they are composed of two simple hybrid building blocks through
ion-covalent bonds. The first is the metal clusters, or secondary
building units (SBU), and the second is the organic linkers.154,157,160
The appropriate choice of MOF components dictate the physical and
chemical properties of the resulting material, including porosity, chem-
ical and thermal stability, magnetic susceptibility, conductivity,
etc.154,157,160 The first MOF, developed by Yaghi et al.,161 was namely
MOF-5 with a relatively simple structure. Later developments expanded
the complexity of the chemical composition, to include more than one
linker and/or hetero bimetallic species using a variety of synthesis tech-
niques including hydrothermal, solvothermal, electrochemical, me-
chanochemical, sonochemical, and microwave assisted techniques,
along with other post-synthesis modification methods adopted by several
groups.160,162 Furthermore, chemists have also successfully synthesised
highly complex and interesting multi-component MOFs which contain
multiple SBU and organic linkers within a single framework.162
Once again, owing to the likely presence of paramagnetic centres in these
MOFs, unsurprisingly EPR has played an important role in the character-
isation of such materials (as summarised in Fig. 7). Most notably, Kultaeva
et al.,163 correlated the magnetic properties of a copper-based MOF,
labelled [Cu(prz-trz-ia)], through the temperature-dependent magnet-
isation results of SQUID magnetometry along with multi-frequency EPR
results. It is interesting to note that, the temperature-dependent magnetic
Fig. 7 EPR as a tool to study different properties of MOFs.
































































behaviour extracted from the EPR results and the magnetic susceptibility
data from the SQUID experiments provided a negative value of the
paramagnetic Curie temperature (yp) due to the antiferromagnetic inter-
action between the cupric ions. An isotropic exchange coupling constant,
J1, of antiferromagnetically coupled cupric ions was extracted from the
SQUID (26 cm1) and EPR (23 cm1) results, which agreed well with the
DFT calculations.
Recently, Bitzer et al.,164 used EPR along with the X-ray diffraction
and X-ray absorption spectroscopy to study the incorporation of Fe31 ions
into another copper-based MOF, labelled CuBTC, with paddlewheel units.
The presence of Fe31 – Cu21 paddlewheels have been successfully con-
firmed from the strong magnetic interactions among the Cu21- Fe31 species
with a g value of 2.023. Using a variety of EPR methods, Mendt et al.,165–167
also explored the structural phase transition of MIL-53(Al/Cr),165 adsorption
of CO2 over the MIL-53(Al/Cr)
166 under pressure, and the low temperature
NO binding in the MIL-100(Al).167
Although several excellent literature reviews and papers have been pub-
lished that deal with the catalytic applications of MOF for a varied host of
reactions,153,160,168,169 and whilst many EPR publications have focused on
heterogeneous catalysis,90,170 there are fewer articles devoted to the com-
bined EPR study of catalytic applications in MOFs. Currently, EPR is finding
considerable success in the studies of charge generation, pathways to
charge transfer, broad band absorption in photocatalytic activity, and
mechanistic origins of electrocatalysts in MOF materials. For example,
Nasalevich et al.,131 investigated the photocatalytic potential of NH2 func-
tionalized, d0 metal based MIL-125(Ti), UiO-66(Zr) and UiO-66(Hf) MOFs
through X-band EPR under UV illumination. The Ti31 (S¼ 1/2) ions were
generated in the photoexcited state, only in the NH2-MIL-125(Ti) material
upon UV illumination as a result of ligand-metal charge transfer(LCMT).
Also, a transient weak signal found in the NH2-UiO-66(Zr) and NH2-UiO-
66(Hf) materials, was attributed to the highest occupied crystalline orbital
(HOCO) – lowest unoccupied crystalline orbital (LUCO) transition of a
radical in the framework and no LCMT was observed. The EPR results
were also in accordance with the computational results. Horiuchi et al.,171
also performed X-band in situ EPR studies on amino functionalised Ti-MOF
under the visible light irradiation. Once again, paramagnetic Ti31 ions were
produced from the diamagnetic Ti41 centres via LCMT with reported spin
Hamiltonian parameters gxx¼ 1.980, gyy¼ 1.953, gzz¼ 1.889. The presence
of Ti31 ions was confirmed by exposure of the material to air, at which
point the paramagnetic Ti31 centres were immediately oxidised back to the
original Ti41 centres.
In another study, Chen et al.,130 investigated the NNU-28(Zr) MOF under
the continuous visible light illumination using in situ X-band EPR to
study the photocatalytic activity of CO2 reduction with formate formation.
Firstly, the anthracene-based ligand in the NNU-28 material was found to
act as a photo-reducing component of CO2, which was confirmed by the
strong EPR signal of an anionic radical (g¼ 2.003) under visible light
irradiation, whereas the ligand itself in the absence of any irradiation,
gave a weak signal with the same g value. The authors found two more
































































additional signals at g¼ 2.009 and g¼ 2.030 during the in situ EPR
measurements of NNU-28(Zr) upon continuous visible light illumination,
which were not related to the ligand. These new signals were attributed to
the LCMT process of Zr6 oxo clusters, thereby revealing the existence of a
dual catalytic pathway as confirmed by the EPR. Zhao et al.,172 investigated
the electrocatalytic performance of mixed CO0.6Fe0.4-MOF-74 and com-
pared their results with Co-MOF-74 (Co21, S¼ 3/2) and Fe-MOF-74 (Fe21,
S¼ 2) materials for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) by means
of X-band EPR. The EPR data revealed that the Co0.6Fe0.4-MOF-74 has more
open metal clusters compared to the single metal counterparts. Ji et al.173
have also investigated the Lewis acidic nature of MOFs, including ZrOH-
BTC and ZrOTf-BTC, to better understand the catalytic performance of
the materials. The difference between the gzz values from the Zr(O
) active
species of ZrOH-BTC and ZrOTf-BTC, was revealed by EPR owing to the
difference in Lewis acidity of those MOFs. The gzz value of 2.0310 for
ZrOTf-BTC was shown to arise from the energy splitting (DE¼ 0.99 eV)
between the px* and py* orbitals which is comparable to the DE (1 eV) of
benchmark homogeneous Lewis acid catalyst Sc(OTf)3.
5 Homogeneous systems for small molecule activation
Homogeneous photocatalysis is a fertile field of research that is gathering
more and more momentum in the chemical research world. This is
because activation via light irradiation gives access to many different
reaction pathways, which are sometimes difficult to achieve via other
more conventional synthetic methods, and usually with high selectivity
for the products.174 Most of these characteristics are due to the transient
nature of the active forms involved in these reactions, as the irradiation
of the chromophores generates high-energy species, such as ionic rad-
icals and excited states, which differ greatly in their capabilities from
their precursors.175 This of course presents a significant obstacle in
determining the nature of these intermediate species, as their high
reactivity often comes at the cost of the overall lifetime of the compound.
Consequently, understanding the mechanism of reaction for this type of
process is quite challenging.
Catalysis is known for its crucial role in the modern chemical industry,
and due to the progressive tendency to eliminate expensive and toxic
noble metals, in favour of the more abundant and less toxic first-row
transition metals, the analysis and interests in open-shell (radical type,
paramagnetic) complexes is growing significantly.176 Indeed, the effi-
ciency of the platinum group metals (PGMs) is unsurpassed compared to
the first-row transition metals; nevertheless, this has not deterred many
international research groups in actively exploring new ways to exploit
these latter metals, to deliver reactions akin to enzyme based systems.
For example, the oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes, ketones, and carb-
oxylic acids is perhaps one of the most widely used class of oxidation
reactions in organic chemistry, and homogeneous palladium-catalysed
systems are very effective for these selective oxidation of organic mol-
ecules primarily based on the two-electron redox reactions.177 However,
































































more recently, copper catalysts have demonstrated some potential in
these types of reactions. Copper is highly desirable for such reactions as
it is far cheaper, and less toxic, compared to palladium. Indeed, Cu-
containing enzymes (oxidases) can mediate a wide variety of essential
oxidation reactions in nature, from outer-sphere electron transfers (e.g.,
laccases) to dehydrogenation (e.g., galactose oxidase).178 So the potential
opportunities for using homogeneous Cu-based catalysts is obvious, and
whilst they have been successfully applied to numerous aerobic oxidation
reactions,179–181 the mechanism by which these Cu-mediated reactions
operate are not well understood, unlike the PGM counterparts.177
The activation of so-called inert bonds like carbon-carbon (C–C) bonds is
another reaction of extreme importance in organic chemistry. In con-
ventional organic transformations, relatively inert C–H, C–O and C–C
bonds must be altered to the analogous activated C–X (X¼ I, Br, Cl) or
C–OR functionalities, which involve more elaborate synthetic routes and
invariably result in the generation of by-products. Therefore, in modern
chemistry, transition metal catalysed highly selective C–H, C–O, and C–C
functionalisation is also growing in momentum.182 Despite the prosperous
advances made in transition metal catalytic and photocatalytic method-
ologies, there is still a lack of understanding on how these catalysts
operate, and as paramagnetic species are frequently involved, the tradi-
tional analytical tool of synthetic chemists, NMR, cannot be easily applied.
For this reason, EPR is essential when probing the single electron transfer
events typical of first-row transition metals. The paramagnetic pre-catalyst,
the activated catalyst itself, or the subsequent reactive intermediates, can
all be investigated for valuable insights into the formal oxidation state of
the metal and the effect of ligand structure on the catalytic activity.183
5.1 Homogeneous photocatalytic centres
EPR has been widely used to understand the mechanism of hetero-
geneous photochemical systems.184–186 However, the use of EPR to study
homogeneous photocatalysis is still comparatively sparse. The most
commonly employed transition metal catalysts used in homogeneous
photocatalysis are based on ruthenium and iridium.175 The [Ru(bpy)3]
21
(bpy¼ 2,20-bipyridine) complex, in particular, is an extremely popular
sensitiser and has been extensively studied and employed as a means to
harness light energy.187 The ground state of the complex is EPR silent,
although most of the photoinduced excited states are not. Wang et al.,187
for instance, reported how this ruthenium complex can be used to pro-
mote a light-driven water oxidation by a di-nuclear cobalt complex,
[(TPA)Co(m-OH)(m-O2)Co(TPA)](ClO4)3.
188 In the presence of an electron
acceptor, Na2(S2O8), and at a pH maintained at 8 via a borate buffer, this
system revealed the evolution of oxygen at a turnover frequency of
1.4. X-band CW EPR at low temperature (10 K) was then used to follow the
evolution of the system after irradiation; while the initial mixture is EPR
silent, as the Co31/Co31 complex does not possess any unpaired elec-
trons, after a single laser flash at 532 nm the system developed a signal
with g¼ 2.03 which is consistent with a mixed valence S¼ 1/2 di-nuclear
Co31/Co41 state.189,190 Further irradiation resulted in a gradual decrease
































































in the intensity of this signal, and eventually the appearance of a broad
spectral feature, composed of many different signals between 250 and
295 mT. The two main signals appear to be characterised with g values of
2.33 and 2.42 respectively. The signals with gE2.3 have been reported to
be evidence for [Co(IV)(O)] species in cobalt oxide films.191 Since light-
scattering experiments eliminated the possibility that the complex
degrades into nanoparticles during the process, the first signal was
suggestive of a Co41(O)/Co41(O) complex, but the low intensity makes a
definitive assignation of the signal rather difficult. Based on these
observations, the proposed mechanism showed that evolution of the
complex between different di-nuclear structures with the two metallic
centres progresses between oxidation states.
The time evolution of the paramagnetic species can also reveal inter-
esting information. Hollmann et al.,191,192 carried out in situ EPR meas-
urements to gain mechanistic insight into a novel photocatalytic
system,192,193 employing an iridium complex [Ir(ppy)2(bpy)]
1 (ppy¼ 2-
phenylpyridine), as a photosensitiser for the water-reduction catalyst
[Fe3(CO)12], along with triethylamine as a sacrificial reductant for the
chromophore. The first step of the reaction is the excitation of the pho-
tosensitiser and its subsequent quenching by triethylamine, which gen-
erates the reduced form of the iridium compound. The [Ir(ppy)2(bpy)]
1
complex is a low spin d6 species and therefore EPR silent. However, after
irradiation at 300 K in the presence of the reducing agent, the formation of
the reduced species gives rise to an intense isotropic signal at g¼ 1.984.
The absence of such a signal in the pure solvent (tetrahydrofuran), or in a
mixture of the solvent and water, suggests that the irradiation and the
sacrificial reductant are both necessary to initiate the reaction. After
reaching a maximum intensity after 20 minutes of irradiation, the signal
rapidly decreased due to the degradation of the ligands. The reduced form
of the iridium complex then reacted with the iron pre-catalyst, to form the
active species of the water-reduction cycle, which generated hydrogen from
the water protons. The only intermediate that had been previously
detected was [HFe3(CO)11]
, which was presumed to be the active catalytic
species.194 When the full reaction mixture, including the iron catalyst, was
analysed using EPR, the iridium signal was not observed, due to the fast
electron transfer to [Fe3(CO)12] that greatly reduced the reduced photo-
sensitiser lifetime.
The second catalytic cycle was more difficult to observe via EPR, due to
the prevalence of EPR silent species. After addition of the iridium pho-
tosensitiser, a non-irradiated sample displayed three narrow radical
signals. Each one of these signals was assigned to a specific di-nuclear
iron radical complex, [Fe3(CO)12]
 (g¼ 2.0016), [Fe3(CO)11]
(g¼ 2.0497), and [Fe2(CO)8] (g¼ 2.0385), which accounted for about
94% of the all iron present in the starting solution. After irradiation these
signals were replaced by a triplet signal with g¼ 2.0433 consistent with
the formation of a [H2Fe2(CO)7]
 species, accounting for just 3% of the
total iron content. Experiments conducted with a 420 nm cut-off filter,
which excludes the UV component of the irradiating light, showed a near-
complete suppression of these radical signals without a corresponding
































































reduction of hydrogen production, proving that these species are
decomposition products, and are not involved in the reaction mech-
anism. The low intensity of the EPR signals in these reactions suggest
that the main species involved are diamagnetic. This observation was
confirmed by in-situ Raman spectroscopy and DFT calculations, sug-
gesting the [HFe3(CO)11]
 species is the main component present during
the reaction, demonstrating the importance of a combining a variety of
characterisation techniques in order to achieve a comprehensive
approach to mechanistic investigations.
An important tendency in the current research on photochemical sys-
tems is the shift towards earth-abundant metals and organic dyes, which
would greatly increase the practicality and the green potential of the
photochemical processes.195 Ruthenium and iridium, while well-known
and extensively studied, are rare metals, and as such are severely limited in
their application. As an example, several noble-metal free alternatives have
been studied as photosensitisers for the previously cited iron-based water-
reducing carbonyl complex, such as copper(I) complexes, zinc porphyrins
and organic dyes.196–198 Many of these catalytic cycles involve radicals with
very short lifetimes, which require the use of radical traps for detection,
thus adding another layer of complexity to the study.199 Thorough EPR
investigations of these systems is often further complicated by poorly
understood reactivities and detection issues. For example, copper (I) based
complexes, such as [Cu(dap)2]
1 (dap¼ 2,9-bis(p-anisyl)-1,10-phenanthro-
line), have been successfully employed in a wide variety of photoredox
reactions.200–203 As copper-based photocatalytic processes are relatively
new, these systems have seldom been subjected to detailed mechanistic
analyses. EPR could offer a promising avenue of research in this field, since
the complex should evolve to a Cu21 site at some point during the catalytic
cycle.204,205 Furthermore, complexes presenting M–N bonds, such as metal
porphyrins, have also been successfully investigated using pulsed EPR
techniques, such as ESEEM and HYSCORE, revealing detailed structural
information on the system.206,207 Thus, despite the obvious challenges, it is
easy to see how these methodologies could be fruitfully adapted to this, and
other novel photocatalytic systems, in order to obtain more important
mechanistic insights and further expand this field of research.
5.2 Catalytic alcohol oxidation
The catalytic oxidation of alcohols is a very important industrial process,
and the reaction mechanism is often dominated by the involvement of free
radicals and paramagnetic transition metal species. Understanding the
nature of these intermediates is therefore essential in order to ascertain the
underlying catalytic cycle, and as illustrated earlier for other important
reactions, EPR provides an ideal method of choice to unravel the crucial low
energy reaction pathways provided by the catalyst.183 Considering the
dominance of paramagnetic species in copper-containing alcohol oxidation
catalysts, Stahl et al., recently explored the mechanism of aerobic alcohol
oxidation with Cu/nitroxyl systems.208–211 In a series of studies, the authors
evaluated the performance of various Cu/nitroxyl catalytic systems con-
taining Cu/TEMPO (where TEMPO¼ 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-N-oxyl)
































































and Cu/DBED, DMAP (where DBED¼N-N0-di-tert-butylendiamine, and
DMAP¼ p-(N,N-dimethylamino) pyridine).210,212 Combined EPR, UV–vis
and cyclic voltammetry (CV) indicated a two-stage catalytic mechanism
involving catalyst oxidation, in which Cu11 and TEMPO-H are react with O2
and substrate oxidation, mediated by Cu21 and the nitroxyl radical via
a Cu21-alkoxide intermediate.210 Since the research was based on the
comparison of both aliphatic and aromatic alcohols, interestingly, the
observations suggested that the resting state of the catalyst varied
depending on the identity of alcohol substrate. With aromatic alcohols
such as ph-CH2OH, EPR revealed that the majority of the catalyst is present
as Cu11, whereas with an aliphatic substrate like Cy-CH2OH, both Cu
11 and
Cu21 co-exist during the reaction and their ratios change as the substrate
oxidation progresses.
Another related homogenous catalyst system entailing [Cu(MeCN)4]PF6,
N-N0-di-tert-butylendiamine (DBED) and p-(N,N-dimethylamino)pyridine
(DMAP) was shown to be capable of mediating efficient aerobic oxidation
of alcohols.212 This catalytic system was correlated with an oxidative
self-processing step and EPR spectroscopy evidenced the build-up of
organic nitroxyl species which could be generated during steady-state
turnover, from DBED with the EPR signal of an organic radical
g¼ 2.0023 clearly visible, accompanied by a hyperfine coupling of
A¼ 85 MHz. The signal increased in intensity during the steady-state
period of the reaction, and was assigned to the EPR spectra of the
nitroxyl radical TEMPO and (9-azobicyclo[3.3.1]nonane N-oxyl)
ABNO.213,214 Analysis of the extracted aliquots of the Cu/DBED/DMAP
catalyst system revealed an EPR spectrum with axial symmetry based on
the parameters g84g>, gxx¼ 2.03, gyy¼ 2.07, gzz¼ 2.26 and A8¼ 553 MHz.
Both galactose oxidase (GAO) and Cu/nitroxyl systems have been well
investigated and different catalytic pathways have been proposed based on
EPR spectroscopy, kinetic analyses and computational studies. Con-
currently in both oxidation methods, the formation of Cu21-alkoxide
intermediates has been confirmed in several cases.215,216 In an effort to
understand the structure of the intermediates, Stoll et al., prepared a CuII-
alkoxide complex, labelled TptBuCuII(OCH2CF3), where Tp
tBu¼hydrotris-
(3-tert-butyl-pyrazolyl)borate which was abbreviated to CuII-O(TFE).215
The authors characterised the electronic structure of the complex using
powder and single crystal EPR, and confirmed the expected trigonal
monopyramidal coordination geometry. Their study revealed the identity
of single occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) as dx2–y2 and its orientation
within the CuII–O(TFE) complex, in a plane normal to the Zg axis and
nearly normal to the long Cu–Naxial bond. The compound produced a
distinctive EPR spectrum, possessing axial symmetry and large Dg shift
producing gzz¼ 2.44 with a small copper hyperfine coupling of
CuAzz¼ 120 MHz.217 In addition to probing the interaction of the unpaired
electron with copper nuclei, ENDOR measurements were also used to
ascertain the magnitude of the interaction between the unpaired electron
and nearby spin active nuclei (1H,19F,14N). With these investigations, they
quantified the extent of delocalization of the unpaired electron onto the
TPtBu and triflourethoxide ligands and found much of the spin population
































































is based on the Cu21 ion (E 68%) with no more than 15% on the oxygen of
the alkoxide ligand.
Bosch et al., explored the electron structure and reactivity of a copper
complexes bearing bidentate redox-active ligands consisting of H-bond-
ing donor groups.218 A combination of single-crystal X-ray, EPR, UV–vis
and CV techniques were combined to probe the catalytic mechanism of
this complex, which had some pronounced differences with the common
GAO model systems, in which O2 reduction occurs at the same time as
oxidation of the substrates.219 In their initial study, the molecular
structure of the complex was analysed by single-crystal crystallography.
This revealed that the molecular structure depended on the coordinating
ligand and solvent used in crystallisation, including a square-planar or
twisted pseudo-tetrahedral geometry. The redox chemistry of copper
complexes was then probed by CV and UV–vis spectroscopy, and the
results were corroborated by EPR spectroscopy. The EPR data obtained in
these oxidation/reduction experiments confirmed the axial symmetry of
the complex, with g>¼ 2.05, g8¼ 2.21 and A8¼ 154 G. The addition of a
second equivalent of Fc1 generated a copper species which was EPR
silent, due to its associated two o-benzosemi-quinonediiminato radical
ligands, in which the metal ion and the ligand radicals were anti-
ferromagnetically coupled due to the nonplanar geometry (i.e., D2d
geometry), and was concomitant with the appearance of an EPR signal
at g¼ 1.99. Several papers have also been published recently describing
the role of EPR to study the catalytic oxidation reactions of various Cu
complexes.220–222 In most of these Cu21 complexes, EPR was primarily
used to identify the oxidation state of the central metal ion, the coord-
ination environment surrounding the active site and also to gain insights
into the alcohol oxidation mechanism.
5.3 C–C cross-coupling
The carbon-carbon cross-coupling reaction is one of the most important
chemical transformations in synthetic organic chemistry. Among the
transition-metal catalysts employed for this reaction, nickel- and iron-based
systems have been very successful in important reactions such as the Heck,
Himaya, Kumada, Negishi, Suzuki-Miyaura, Sonogashira and Still coupling
reactions. Iron is particularly attractive for these reactions because is is very
abundant, and also easily switched among several oxidation states in
catalytic cycles.223 Different spectroscopic methods, including EPR, 57Fe
Mössbauer, and magnetic circular dichroism, have revolutionised the
ability to delineate the underlying iron and nickel speciation.224 The driving
force in this field, in recent years, has focused on the choice of ligands
employed to stabilise the active oxidation states, such as N-heterocyclic
carbenes (NHCs) and bisphosphines, and these ligands have also been
found to improve the overall selectivity in cross-coupling reactions.225–228
For example, Whittlesey et al.,224,228,229 designed a series of air-sensitive
[NiI(PPh3)(NHC)X] complexes (X¼Br, Cl) using bulky NHC ligands. They
investigated the effect of sterically demanding substitution at the central
heteroaromatic ring which is required to stabilise the low-coordinate
and low-valent Ni11 complex and to avoid any intermolecular
































































reactions.225,229,230 The authors used a combination of CW and pulsed EPR
spectroscopy, with complimentary DFT calculations, to extract information
about the fundamental properties (structure and bonding) and catalytic
efficiency of the complex in the Kumada coupling of aryl-flourides and
aryl-chlorides. The EPR spectra revealed a rhombic symmetry for the low
coordinated Ni11 systems, with a large super-hyperfine coupling to the 31P
and 79,81Br nuclei. All complexes displayed an unusual trend in the g values
(g3–g2og2–g1) which is in contrast with the observations for other three
coordinated complexes, such as [Ni (PPh3)3][BF4], [Ni (PPh3)2X] (X¼Cl, Br)
and [Ni-(N^N)R(L)] (in which (N^N)R ¼ R-substituted bulky b-diketiminate
and L¼PCy3 or 1,1-bis(diphenylphosphino) (dppm)). This trend was
accounted for due to the NHC ligand influence on the g tensor, which must
in turn supersede the effects of the vibronic interactions. The spin Ha-
miltonian parameters of these complexes were all found to be influenced
by the changes in NHC ring size, the choice of the substituent (mesityl or
tolyl) and the choice of halide. Furthermore, DFT calculations revealed a
mixed SOMO of 3dz2 and 3dx2–y2 character which is highly dependent on
the complex geometry.230
In another example, Apfel et al.,230,231 showed that Ni and Fe complexes
bearing the Triphos(2-((diphenylphosphaneyl)methyl)-2-methylpropane-
1,3-diyl)bis(diphenylphosphane) and TriphosSi(((methylsilanetriyl)tris-
(methylene))-tris(diphenylphosphane)) ligands are potential noble
metal-free alternatives for the C–C cross-coupling of aryl iodides and
alkynes.231,232 Owing to the high steric hindrance of the Triphos ligand,
such Ni complexes did not show any disproportionation of the respective
Ni11 complexes to Ni0 and Ni21, and also no evidence of any dimerisation
to form the di-nickel complex. The Kumada cross-coupling abilities of
these complexes were also studied by Apfel et al.223 The precatalyst is based
on the EPR silent Ni21 complex, which reverts to Ni11 following addition
of a Grignard reagent to the solution. EPR analysis of the reaction medium
revealed small changes to the hyperfine pattern, accompanied with a
broadening of the g values after the addition of an aryl-iodides, and also
suggested the formation of least one additional Ni21 species during the
catalytic cycle.
In addition to nickel, iron has also attracted considerable attention for
its role in cross coupling reactions. Bedford et al., designed and evaluated
different iron based catalytic systems, using EPR amongst other techni-
ques, to probe the reaction mechanism.233,234 In particular, the efficiency
of the iron-phosphine catalyst, based upon the relatively easily accessible
bis(diphenylphosphino) ethane (dppe) ligand was investigated.233 The
dppe-based catalysts demonstrated excellent reactivity in reactions com-
pared to the dpbz-based class of ligands (dpbz¼ 1,2-bis(diphenylpho-
sphino)benzene). To understand the basis for the similarity in
performance, the study focused on the molecular and electronic structures
of Fe11–dppe species. The application of DFT calculations, X-ray crystal
structure, and EPR studies confirmed that this low valent iron state
adopted a distorted trigonal bipyramidal structure with a low spin (S¼ 1/2)
character. In both complexes, the Mulliken spin density was mostly
localised on the iron centre, with only a small contribution from the
































































ligating P and halide atoms. The complexes all possessed a rhombic g
tensor, consistent with the low spin character of the Fe11 centre, with
spin Hamiltonian parameters of g1¼ 2.038, g2¼ 2.051 and g3¼ 2.132 for
Fe11-dppe with a Br substituent; and g1¼ 2.047, g2¼ 2.066 and g3¼ 2.167
for Fe11-dppe with the Cl substituent. The EPR spectra also revealed
more complicated interactions arising from overlapping super-hyperfine
features emanating from 31P and 35,37Cl/79,81Br nuclei. In addition to these
super-hyperfine interactions, underlying quadrupole interactions respon-
sible for the unusual linewidth effects, were also observed.
The progress towards an improved mechanistic understanding of
iron and nickel catalysed cross-coupling reactions has dramatically
improved over the last decade. EPR has been instrumental in leading this
revolution of understanding the role of first-row earth abundant metals
in C–C cross coupling catalysis. Significant improvements in the use of
iron and nickel species that afford greater stability and selectivity, bear-
ing simple salts like ferric salts,235,236 or ligands such as bisphosphine,237
and NHC,225,238,239 is yet to be achieved.
6 Summary and perspectives
In the past, certain catalysts dominated the manufacturing industry, from
aluminosilicates used for catalytic cracking, to iron and its historical use
in the Haber process, to vanadium for sulfuric acid production to plat-
inum and alumina used as versatile bifunctional catalysts to nickel for
synthesis gas production. So many of the materials and products we
depend upon, such as fuels, fragrances, fertilizers, foodstuffs, pharma-
ceuticals and fabrics, continue to involve catalysts that were developed
over the decades. Just as important, many fundamental molecules and
chemicals used for the manufacture of numerous commodity chemicals
also rely upon a catalyst, such as benzene, toluene, xylene, terephthalic
acid and propylene. Despite this success and dependency, there remains
an urgent need to develop new catalysts that can transform or upgrade the
readily available raw materials in a sustainable and environmentally
friendly manner. This challenge facing the catalysis community is sig-
nificant and considerable; for example, how can we use cheap abundant
elements employing molecular oxygen as an oxidation at ambient con-
ditions in a single pot reaction with no waste. With all these consider-
ations in mind, more and more attention is returning to the role of first
row transition metals for catalytic reactions that were previously con-
sidered impossible to deliver. And as we explore this potential landscape
with the benefit of modern and more powerful analytical techniques,
along with improved computational power, we are beginning to see the
growing influence and evidence for the involvement of paramagnetic
(open shell) centres and free radicals. The dominant and most successful
characterisation technique in catalysis over the decades has undoubtedly
been NMR, but when paramagnetic systems are in play, these quint-
essential tools have some limitations. Nevertheless, this is the realm
where EPR can contribute and offer it’s enormous wealth of information
on the paramagnetic states, akin to the diamagnetic states
































































comprehensively explored by NMR. The involvement of a paramagnetic
state should not therefore hinder nor limit the developments of new
catalytic processes, merely because they are hard to study, and instead
involve the substantial EPR tool-kit to uncover the nature of the active
sites involved in the reaction pathways. In this Chapter, we have therefore
tried to exemplify and reveal not only how widespread the paramagnetic
state is in very different types of catalytic reactions, but also how much
information can be extracted from the EPR data. Regardless of the nature
of the catalyst, from heterogeneous to homogeneous to enzymatic, the
EPR method can still provide local and longer range information on these
open-shell states. If we are to assist the catalysis community in meeting
the challenges of developing the next generation of environmentally
friendly catalysts, then EPR will be one of the essential characterisation
methods required to shed light on the inevitable involvement of the free
radical and paramagnetic centres.
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